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ABSTRACT

Experiments were carried out using a developed mechanical feeding unit using feeding belt with cells on its out surface to study the effect of linear speed of feeding belt, speed ratio between conveyor belt and feeding belt, seedling bulb diameters and cell width of feeding belt on onion seedlings properties (seedling feeding rate, inclined seedlings percentage, damaged seedlings percentage and average seedlings spacing) and power consumed. The best results of seedlings feeding rate were 153 seedlings/min, inclined seedlings percentage 5.69 %, damaged seedlings percentage 3 %, average seedlings spacing (11-12 cm) and useful power consumed 0.0994 kW. This data were obtained at operating the developed mechanical feeding unit at linear speed of feeding belt of 0.347 m/s, relative linear speed of 1.33, feeding belt cell width of 3 cm and by using onion seedlings with diameter of (> 5 < 10 mm).

INTRODUCTION

The most important and famous of vegetable crops that has been planted in Egypt for centuries with the traditional method of manual transplanting is onion crop which have a marketing and economic importance as the first rank among transplanted crops. Area annually planted with onion is more than 200,000 feddans (C.A.P.M.A.S.2013). Onion, (Allium cepa L.) is one of the main important and oldest vegetable crops grown in Egypt. The Egyptian onion is famous all over the world for its superior quality and early appearance in European markets. Onion although primarily is grown for food, it is also used as traditional medicine. The vegetable transplanter available in Egypt is a semi-automatic transplanter which fed with seedlings manually by one worker at least for every transplanter unit of the machine. This transplanter has a limited operating speed due to the need for manual feeding of one seedling cell after another and is not suitable for continuous operation over a long period of time. The fully automatic allows for high-speed operation and labor-saving, because seedlings fed automatically by the machine itself can be planted. However, the fully automatic transplanters that have been developed so far can use only limited types of seedling trays with prepared seedlings suitable for every type of trays. This led us to try to develop a simple mechanical feeding unit use the available traditional seedlings that named with (bare-root seedlings) such as onion. Several studies were conducted in this field as follows:

Sakaue (1996) developed and tested four prototypes of transplanting machines to automate seedlings feeding. These prototypes were as follows:
Automatic seedling feeding device using rotating pickup arm. Work efficiency was 650 plants/h which is quite low for practical application.

Automatic seedling feeding device using a rank of pistons to push out root blocks from cell tray and a traverse conveyor to transport seedlings toward the rotating part to insert them into soil. Work efficiency was 2250 plant/h which is relatively high. However, the design conditions of compact transplanter size.

Automatic transplanter using pistons, traverse conveyor and rotating insert cups. Work efficiency was more than 2400 plants/h.

Automatic transplanter using flat belt conveyor, traverse conveyor and rotating insert cups. Work efficiency was more than 2100 plants/h.

Lin et al. (2000) modified a self-propelled vegetable seedling transplanter. Modifications laid emphasis on the reconstruction of the power transmission system and the cam for feeding vegetable seedlings. A hydraulic system was applied to substitute the conventional pulleys and sprockets. Meanwhile, the cam profile was evaluated and redesigned to have the needle, which transports seedlings from trays to planting device, perform smoothly. Experimental results showed that plant spacing, which is 45.0 cm theoretically, was between 45.2 to 46.7 cm in the laboratory and 44.5 cm in average in the field, while engine speed was between 600 and 1800 rpm. The modified cam improved the function of the needle, and increased the success ratio of transplantation to 90% or more from 44%. Kim et al. (2001) developed an automatic transplanter for planting Chinese cabbage. It is mainly composed of a pick-up system, and a feeding system for cabbage seedlings. The criteria of designing plug tray were proposed to use both 128 cell and 200 cell plug trays for feeding system. The accuracy of the pick-up system was evaluated in the laboratory and the rate of successful picking was 99.5% for 20 day-old cabbage seedlings. The pick-up system correctly separated the cabbage seedlings from the tray one by one and planted it in to the soil with a maximum failure of 3.5%. Choi et al. (2002) developed and evaluated in laboratory a new seedling pick-up device for vegetable transplanter. The pick-up device extracts seedlings from a 200-cell tray and transfers them to a position from which they can be transplanted into the soil. The device consists of a path generator, pick-up pins, and a pin driver. The path generator is a five-bar mechanism comprised of a fixed slot, a driving link, a driven link, a connecting link, and a slider. The slider is constrained to move along the driven link and a fixed slot of combined straight-line and circular paths. The connecting link joins the driving link and the slider. When the slider moves along the straight-line path of the slot, it takes a seedling from a cell. When it moves along the circular path, it transfers the seedling to the transplanting hopper. The slider is an assemblage of pick-up pins and a pin driver, which are integral parts of the device. The device extracted 30 seedlings per minute with a success ratio of 97% using 23-day-old seedlings. Hu and Yin (2011) designed a deformed sliding needle-type pick-up device for plug seedlings to develop a semi-automatic transplanter. An orthogonal experiment on the designed device was used to study the picking success rate, the influencing factors and the best working conditions. The factors selected for this experiment were the vegetable plug seedlings' own physical
characteristics, seedling plug moisture content, the angle and the velocity of picking plug seedlings and the number of gripper needles. The experimental results showed that, the average picking success rate was 83.61%, the number of needles and seedling age were two major factors which might affect the success rate of picking operation and the angles was next. The highest picking success rate was obtained as 25-day-old seedling, 4 gripper needles, and pick plug seedlings with 36 degrees angles. Kumar and Raheman (2012) developed an automatic feeding mechanism consisting of a timing shaft, an actuating device and a clutch for feeding paper pot seedlings from a horizontal slat type chain conveyor to a horizontal pusher type chain conveyor of a vegetable transplanter. The slat type chain conveyor carried the pot seedlings in upright orientation in the form of a rectangular array with each linear array of pot seedlings on a slat. The pusher type chain conveyor received a linear array of pot seedlings and delivered them to the seedling drop tube. Feeding of each linear array of pot seedlings to the pusher type conveyor at appropriate times was done using an automatic feeding mechanism. The laboratory evaluation indicated that, the feeding rate of 33 to 50 pot seedlings per minute can be achieved with single set of conveyors. The feeding mechanism also worked effectively under actual field conditions with 98% to 99% of all the pot seedlings, which were properly separated and fed for planting when the linear speed of the vegetable transplanter was 0.9 m/s. Li-gang and Gao-hong (2012) analyzed and designed a seedling-delivering device on an automatic transplanter. A detailed design of the structures is presented, including the structural parameters of the automatic seedling-delivering device. A prototype of the test bed for this device is developed. The result indicates that, the design is reasonable. The maximum test speed of feeding the seedlings can reach 200 individual plants per minute, which satisfies the working requirements of high-speed seedling delivery for automatic transplanters.

**The main objectives of this study were as follows:**
- Development a simple model of mechanical feeding unit suitable for bare-root seedlings to be installed on the semi-automatic transplanter.
- Testing and evaluation of the suggested mechanical feeding unit under operational parameters in lab considered with main properties of disposed seedlings.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Developed seedlings feeding unit:**

The main parts of the mechanical feeding unit shown in Figure (1) and Table (1) were as follows:
- **Main frame:** It consists of two pieces, front and rear made of square steel rods welded together gently.
- **Seedlings hopper:** The rectangular seedlings hopper of 600 × 400 × 200 mm length, width and height respectively made of nickel chrome sheets (1.5 mm thickness) without bottom was installed upon the rear frame. The seedlings placed in the hopper horizontally. There were three vertical gates
in this hopper to regulate the seedlings flow. The height of these gates was adjusted on a descending height begins from 4 then 3 and 2 cm.

- **Hopper belt**: A flat belt of $1680 \times 300 \times 1$ mm length, width and thickness respectively made of cotton fibers. Wooden beams of $280 \times 20 \times 15$ mm length, width and height respectively was fitted on its out surface at distances of 20, 30 and 40 mm to make what called cells to fill them with seedlings.

- **Conveyor belt**: A flat belt of $1380 \times 300 \times 1$ mm length, width and thickness respectively made of cotton fibers was fixed on the front frame. This belt was responsible for adjusting the seedlings spacing according to each crop characteristics by changing its linear speed.

![Figure (1): Schematic Isometric of the mechanical feeding unit.](image)

**Table (1): Specifications of the mechanical feeding unit:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall dimensions &amp; Weight:</th>
<th>Seedlings hopper:</th>
<th>Feeding belt:</th>
<th>Conveyor belt:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length mm</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width mm</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height mm</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>Length mm</td>
<td>Length mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Kg</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Width mm</td>
<td>Width mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Height mm</td>
<td>Height mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding belt:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material cotton fibers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Flat</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shape Flat</td>
<td>Shape Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length mm</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>Length mm</td>
<td>Length mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width mm</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Width mm</td>
<td>Width mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness mm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Thickness mm</td>
<td>Thickness mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensions installed</td>
<td>Wooden beams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Used crop:
Random (bare-root) onion seedlings were used in this study to evaluate the development model of mechanical feeding unit.

Scope of variables and treatments:
The experimental studies were executed to determine the effect of:

Linear speed of feeding belt (V):
Four linear speeds obtained by a lathe as a power supply were used to run the prototype of mechanical feeding unit during test operation.
Variable levels were as follows:
\[ V_1 = 0.208 \text{ m/sec}, \quad V_2 = 0.277 \text{ m/sec}, \quad V_3 = 0.347 \text{ m/sec} \quad \text{and} \quad V_4 = 0.416 \text{ m/sec} \]

Speed ratio between conveyor belt and feeding belt (R_s):
Four speed ratios between conveyor belt and feeding belt were used in this study by a means of several pinions.
\[ R_s = \frac{L_1}{L_2} \]  
\[ \text{where:} \]
\[ R_s \quad : \text{Speed ratio between conveyor belt and feeding belt.} \]
\[ L_1 \quad : \text{Linear speed of conveyor belt, m/s.} \]
\[ L_2 \quad : \text{Linear speed of feeding belt, m/s.} \]

Variable levels were as follows:
\[ R_{s1} = 1, \quad R_{s2} = 1.33, \quad R_{s3} = 2 \quad \text{and} \quad R_{s4} = 2.63 \]

Seedlings bulb diameter (D):
Three seedlings bulb diameters were used in this study as a parameter of seedlings age.
Variable levels were as follows:
\[ D_1 = \geq 5 \text{ mm}, \quad D_2 = > 5 \text{ < 10 mm} \quad \text{and} \quad D_3 = \geq 10 \text{ mm} \]

Cell width (C):
Three cell widths were used in this study by using wooden beams fitted on the out surface of feeding belt at different spaces.
Variable levels were as follows:
\[ C_1 = 2 \text{ cm}, \quad C_2 = 3 \text{ cm} \quad \text{and} \quad C_3 = 4 \text{ cm} \]

Measurements:
During lab experiments were carried out in the workshop, onion seedlings disposed from the prototype were examined to determine the following:

Seedlings feeding rate (Q):
Seedlings disposed from the prototype at the end of conveyor belt in every experiment were collected and counted to determine the feeding rate of the machine in one minute.

Inclined seedlings percentage (I_p):
Inclined seedlings on the conveyor belt which were than 30° with the perpendicular line on direction of seedlings flow according to (Dhaliwal et al, 2011) were counted, and inclined seedlings percentage (I_p) was given as follows:
\[ I_p = \frac{1}{Q} \times 100 \]  
\[ \text{--------------------------------------------------------------------- (2).} \]
Where:

\[ I_p : \text{Inclined seedlings percentage.} \]
\[ I : \text{Count of inclined seedlings disposed from the machine.} \]
\[ Q : \text{Total seedlings disposed from the machine in one minute.} \]

**Damaged Seedlings percentage (S_d):**

Damaged seedlings disposed from the machine were examined virtually by the naked eye to look for damaged in the bulb of onion seedlings then, minus with the average estimated damaged percentage in seedlings before exposed to the mechanical feeding unit which was found about (1 %). It was given as follows:

\[
S_d = \left[ \frac{M}{Q} \times 100 \right] - S_{db} \quad \text{................................. (3).}
\]

Where:

\[ S_d : \text{Damaged seedlings percentage.} \]
\[ M : \text{Count of damaged seedlings disposed from the machine.} \]
\[ Q : \text{Total seedlings disposed from the machine in one minute.} \]
\[ S_{db} : \text{Average seedlings estimated damaged percentage before exposed to the mechanical feeding unit.} \]

**Average seedlings spacing (A_s):**

For a length of one meter of the conveyor belt, distances between seedlings on its out surface were measured by a tape measure, and average seedlings spacing was determined as follows:

\[
A_s = \frac{100}{(N-1)} \quad \text{................................. (4).}
\]

Where:

\[ A_s : \text{Average seedlings distance.} \]
\[ N : \text{Number of seedlings in one meter of conveyor belt.} \]

**5- Determination of power required (P):**

The consumed power (kW) was calculated from the knowledge of line current strength (I) and potential difference values (V) using the following formula: (Ibrahim, 1982).

\[
P = \frac{\sqrt{3} \times 1000 \times I \times V \times \eta \times \cos \theta}{1000} \quad \text{................................. (5).}
\]

Where:

\[ P : \text{Power required.} \]
\[ I : \text{Line current strength in amperes.} \]
\[ V : \text{Potential difference (Voltage) being equal to 380 V.} \]
\[ \cos \theta : \text{Power factor (being equal to 0.84).} \]
\[ \sqrt{3} : \text{Coefficient current three phase (being equal to 1.73).} \]
\[ \eta : \text{Mechanical efficiency assumed (90 %).} \]

**Experimental Procedure:**

Mechanical feeding unit has been implemented in a workshop in the village of Mit Ali in Dakahlia Governorate, and all the tests and experiments were done in the same place using a lathe as a power supply to run the
At the beginning of experiments, a worker feeds a group of onion bare-root seedlings in the end of the seedlings hopper in horizontal orientation, and help to minimize the overlapping between seedlings in the hopper during tests. During carrying out the experiments, the digital tachometer was used for measuring the rotating speed of the lathe, feeding belt and conveyor belt. Also, electricity power consumed was determined by using AVO meter at all treatments. In addition time consumed during tests was recorded by means of a stopwatch. A measure tape was used to estimate the average seedlings spacing at all experiments. Finally, all seedlings disposed from the prototype at all experiments were examined to estimate the seedlings damage during tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1- Seedlings feeding rate:

As shown in Figure (2), it is clear that, increasing the linear speed of feeding belt tends to increase seedlings feeding rate for all cell widths at different seedling bulb diameters until reach speed of 0.347 m/s, and then tends to decrease seedlings feeding rate due to inability to fill the belt cells with enough seedlings at high speeds. From the data, it was noticed that, by increasing the linear speed from 0.208 to 0.347 m/s, the seedlings feeding rate increased from 83 to 144 and from 90 to 152 seedling/min at speed ratio of 1, seedlings bulb diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) and cell width of 2 and 4 cm respectively.

Figure (2): Effect of linear speed and cell width on seedlings feeding rate at different Seedling diameters.
On the other hand, the seedlings feeding rate decreased from 144 to 137 and from 152 to 135 seedling/min by increasing linear speed from 0.347 to 0.416 m/s at the same parameter levels mentioned above.

Also, at all linear speeds and seedling bulb diameters, increasing cell width of feeding belt tends to increase seedlings feeding rate due to increasing in spaces or pockets which hold more seedlings on the feeding belt surface. It was obvious that, by increasing cell width from 2 cm to 4 cm, the seedlings feeding rate increased from 83 to 105 and from 73 to 90 seedling/min at linear speed of 0.208 m/s, speed ratio of 1 and at seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) respectively.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure (3), at all linear speeds and cell widths of feeding belt, increasing seedlings bulb diameter tends to decrease seedlings feeding rate due to the decrease in opportunities of seedlings to fall in cells of feeding belt when seedlings bulb diameter increased. From the data, it was noticed that, by increasing seedlings bulb diameter from 5 to more than 10 mm, the seedlings feeding rate decreased from 83 to 73 and from 137 to 118 seedling/min at cell width of 2 cm, speed ratio of 1 and linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s respectively.

Figure (3): Effect of Seedlings diameter and cell width on feeding rate at different linear speeds.
As shown in Figure (4), it was noticed that, speed ratio has no effect on seedlings feeding rate because it does not affect feeding process anywhere, it was essentially responsible for seedlings spacing. When speed ratio increased from 1 to 2.63, seedlings feeding rate approximately stayed near the same value of (83-81) and (115-116 seedling/min) at cell width of 2 cm, linear speed of (0.208 and 0.416 m/s) and Seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) respectively.

![Figure (4): Effect of Seedlings diameter and speed ratio on inclined seedlings percentage at different linear speeds and cell widths.](image)

2- Inclined seedlings percentage:

It is clear that, increasing the linear speed of feeding belt tends to increase inclined seedlings slightly for all cell widths at different seedling bulb diameters due to increase in seedlings deviation as a result of feeding belt speed increase. As shown in Figure (5), it was noticed that, by increasing the linear speed from 0.208 to 0.347 m/s , the inclined seedlings percentage increased from 2.7 to 4.82 and from 3.62 to 5 % at speed ratio of 1, seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) and cell width of 2 and 4 cm respectively.
Figure (5): Effect of linear speed and cell width on inclined seedlings percentage at different seedlings bulb diameters.

Also, as shown in Figure (5), at all linear speeds and seedling bulb diameters, increasing cell width of feeding belt tends to increase inclined seedlings percentage due to increase in cell space of feeding belt which enhance seedlings deviation as a result. On the other hand, at all linear speeds and cell widths of feeding belt, increasing seedlings bulb diameter tends to decrease inclined seedlings percentage slightly. This happened because of the big seedlings bulb diameters have less tangle between themselves than the small, which decrease ability to deviation of seedlings when traveling on the belt surface. As shown in Figure (6), it was obvious that, by increasing cell width from 2 cm to 4 cm, the inclined seedlings percentage increased from 2.7 to 4.4 and from 3.64 to 5 % at speed ratio of 1, linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s and seedlings bulb diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) respectively. On the other hand, inclined seedlings percentage decreased from 2.7 to 2.05 and from 4.82 to 3.64 % at speed ratio of 1, cell width of 2 cm and linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s respectively when seedlings bulb diameter increased from 5 to more than 10 mm as show in Figure (6).
From the data in Figure (7), it was noticed that, increasing speed ratio has a clear effect on inclined seedlings percentage because of the high difference in linear speed between both of feeding belt and conveyor belt. This causes a marked increase in inclined seedlings percentage with increasing relative linear speed. It was noticed that, when speed ratio increased from 1 to 2.63, inclined seedlings percentage increased from 2.7 to 4.75 and from 5 to 7.59 \% at seedlings bulb diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm), linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s and cell width of 2 and 4 cm respectively.
Figure (7): Effect of Seedlings diameter and speed ratio on inclined seedlings percentage at different linear speeds and cell widths.

3- Damaged seedlings percentage:

It was noticed that, increasing the linear speed of feeding belt tends to increase damaged seedlings percentage for all cell widths at different seedling bulb diameters due to increase in exposure speed of seedlings to both of hopper gates and belt cells, which means more shocks to seedlings and as a result, more damaged. As shown in Figure (8), by increasing the linear speed from 0.208 to 0.416 m/s, the damaged seedlings percentage increased from 3.5 to 5.8 and from 0 to 1.1 % at speed ratio of 1, seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) and cell width of 2 and 4 cm respectively. Also, at all linear speeds and seedling bulb diameters, increasing cell width of feeding belt tends to decrease damaged seedlings percentage due to the decrease in seedlings exposed to shocks by increasing cells space that seedlings fall in on the feeding belt out surface.
As shown in Figure (8), it was obvious that, by increasing cell width from 2 cm to 4 cm, the damaged seedlings percentage decreased from 3.5 to 1.9 and from 3.1 to 1.1 % at speed ratio of 1, linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s, and seedlings diameter of ( ≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm ) respectively. Also, at all linear speeds and cell widths of feeding belt, increasing seedlings bulb diameter tends to decrease damaged seedlings percentage due to decreasing the tangle between seedlings at large bulb diameters which decrease seedlings exposed to damage as a result. Data showed that, the damaged seedlings percentage decreased from 3.5 to 1.65 and from 5.8 to 3.1 % at speed ratio of 1, cell width of 2 cm and linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s respectively, when seedlings bulb diameter increased from 5 to more than 10 mm.

From the data in Figure (9) it was noticed that, increasing speed ratio has no significant effect on damaged because, seedlings was exposed to
damage before reaching conveyor belt which have a changeable linear speeds, and essentially, it was responsible for seedlings spacing and inclined seedlings percentage as mentioned before. As shown in Figure (9), when speed ratio increased from 1 to 2.63, damaged seedlings percentage approximately stayed near the same value of (3.5 - 3.45 %) at linear speed of 0.208 m/s, seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 mm), cell width of 2 cm.

Figure (9): Effect of Seedlings bulb diameter and cell width on damaged seedlings percentage at different linear speeds.
Figure (10): Effect of Seedlings diameter and speed ratio on damaged seedlings percentage at different linear speeds and cell widths.

4- Average seedlings spacing:

As shown in Figure (11), it was obvious that, increasing the linear speed of feeding belt tends to increase average seedlings spacing for all cell widths at different seedling bulb diameters. This can be explained as when linear speed increased, filling of belt cells decreased in spite of increasing seedlings disposed rate, but not at the same rate of increasing linear speed, which means finally increasing in average seedlings spacing. From the data, it was clear that, by increasing the linear speed from 0.208 to 0.416 m/s, the average seedlings spacing increased from 6.33 to 10 and from 10.5 to 15.67 cm at speed ratio of 1, seedlings diameter of (≤ 5 and ≥ 10 mm) and cell width of 2 and 4 cm respectively. Also, as shown in Figure (11), at all linear speeds and seedling bulb diameters, increasing cell width tends to increase
average seedlings spacing due to the increase in cell space which increases the distance between seedlings on the feeding belt and as a result, increases average seedlings distance. Data showed that, by increasing cell width from 2 to 4 cm, the average seedlings spacing increased from 6.33 to 9.5 and from 10.416 to 15.67 cm at speed ratio of 1, linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s and seedlings diameter of (≤5 and ≥10 mm) respectively. As shown in Figure (12), at all linear speeds and cell width, increasing seedlings bulb diameter tends to increase slightly average seedlings spacing, due to decreasing the tangle between seedlings at high bulb diameters which increases the distance between them on the feeding belt and subsequently, increasing average seedlings spacing. Data showed that, the average seedlings spacing increased from 6.33 to 7.33 and from 10 to 10.416 cm at speed ratio of 1, cell width of 2 cm and linear speed of 0.208 and 0.416 m/s respectively, when seedlings bulb diameter increased from 5 to more than 10 mm.

Figure (11): Effect of linear speed and cell width on average seedlings spacing at different Seedling diameters.
From the data in Figure (13), it was clear that, increasing speed ratio have very clear significant effect on average seedlings spacing due to the obvious difference between both of feeding belt and feeding drum speed and conveyor belt speed which leads to increase the distance between seedlings and as a result increases average seedlings spacing. As shown in Figure (14), when speed ratio increased from 1 to 2.63, average seedlings spacing increased from 6.33 to 16 cm at seedlings bulb diameter of (≤ 5 mm), linear speed of 0.208 m/s. and cell width of 2 cm.

Figure (12): Effect of Seedlings bulb diameter and cell width on average seedlings spacing at different linear speeds.
Determination of power required:

The consumed power (kW) for the fourth linear speeds of feeding belt used in this study to run the prototype of mechanical feeding unit during the test operation shown in Figure (14). It was clear that, the useful power consumed stayed at a constant value of 0.0994 kW at the three linear speeds of 0.208, 0.277 and 0.347 m/s, then it quickly increased from 0.0994 to 0.1491 kW at the higher linear speed of 0.416 m/s.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
From this study, the optimum recommendation values suitable for onion seedlings transplanting for the following parameters were as follows:
1-Linear speed of feeding belt of 0.347 m/s,
2-Speed ratio between conveyor belt and feeding belt of 1.33,
3-Seedlings bulb diameter of > 5 < 10 mm and
4-Cell width of 3 cm.

To achieve a satisfactorily results of seedlings feeding rate (153 seedling/min), inclined (4.72 %) and damaged seedlings (3 %) percentages within the limits permitted, the recommend seedlings spacing for onion crop (10 cm) and useful power consumed of (0.0994 kW).
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